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Endogenous Growth with Public Factors and Heterogeneous Human Capital Producers

1. Introduction

Evaluating empirical evidence the World Bank (1990, 1991), Larre and Torres (1991),

Stern (1991), Reynolds (1983), Hughes (1982) and Adelman (1980) have put much

emphasis on education, health and Wrastructure as a justification for a strong role of

government in growth and development policy because of their public goods properties. An

early non-formal theoretical justification for government interference was given by T.W.

Schultz (1964). He argued that technical progress depends on human capital and the

production of human capital requires public factors such as basic education and basic

scientific research; because the provision of public factors is opposed in the political sphere

the levels of human capital and techncal progress are very low. In the development

literature this opposition to the provision of public factors is often discussed under the

topic of "tax resistance" (see, e.g., Mutén, 1985).

This paper provides a formal model to interpret the theory of T.W. Schultz. In the

contributions to the literature, at least one of the essential elements, technical progress,

heterogeneous (human capital) production functions, public factors and taxation, is absent.

The relation between technical progress and human capital has been modelled in

different ways by Lucas (1988), Romer (1990) and Ziesemer (1991). In these contributions

public factors are absent. Endogenous techncal progress and taxes are related in Mino

(1989), Lucas (1990) and Rebelo (1991) but in these papers government spending does not

enter (marginal) utiity or production functions. Public factors in growth models can be

found in Shell (1967), Romer (1986), Barro (1990) and Ziesemer (1990). In the latter two

models with publicly provided public factors there is no production of techncal progress. In

Romer (1986) with privately provided public factors there is no techncal progress without

externalities. In Shell (1967) and Barro (1990) users of public factors have identical
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production functions and therefore public factors do not produce the problems of defining

welfare functions and designing tax systems. However, the literature marrying endogenous

growth theory with the theory of endogenous policy has dealt with such problems (see

Persson and Tabellni, 1992, Perotti, 1992, and the text below for brief surveys). To locate

the contribution of this paper within the body of literature on endogenous growth with

public economics features we briefly discuss this literature and summarize the discussion in

Scheme 1.

Scheme 1

Endogenous Growth Models in Public Economics

Public Investment-+ yes no

1 Individuals

are identical in

Shell 1967
Barro 1990
Sorensen 1993

Mi no 1989
Re bel 0 1991
Rome r 1986, 1990
L u cas 1988, 1990
Ziesemer 1991
T r 0 s tel 1993
Justman 1992

di ff e r in
endowments in

Saint-Paul&Verdier 1991
Ales i na&Rodr ik 1992
G 1 omm&Ra v i k umar 1992

Perot t i 1990

Creedy&Francois 1990

differ in
abilities in

Persson&Tabellini 1991
this paper

diffe r in
endowments and
abi 1 i ties in Ziesemer 1990
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The contributions in this field can best be distinguished with respect to two

properties. Firstly, individuals in the various models are either identical or heterogeneous;

if they are heterogeneous they either difer with respect to initial endowments or with

respect to parametrically given abilities or both. This differentiation goes across rows in

Scheme 1. Secondly, models contain either public investment or they don't. This

differentiation goes across columns in Scheme 1. The reasons for putting the papers into

their respective categories are as follow. .

In Romer (1986) and (1990), Lucas (1988) and Ziesemer (1991), individuals are

identical and there are no public investments. Lump-um taxes are raised to correct for

private externalities; in Lucas (1988) this is only implicit. In Mino (1989), Lucas (1990),

Rebelo (1991) and Trostel (1993) individuals are identical and there is no public

investment. Distortionary taxes are raised to finance some government consumption (or

transfers in Trostel's paper) that enters neither the utility nor the production functions.

Lucas (1990) and Trostel (1993) analyze tax reform proposals. In Justman (1992)

indivisible infrastructure is supplied by a regulated monopolistic private firm.

In Shell (1967) users of a public, non-rivalrous stock of technology are identical. A

flat-rate income tax is raised to finance the change in the public stock of knowledge. The

expenditure effect of the tax increases growth but the distortion through capital income

taxation decreases it (see also Grossman and Helpman, 1991, Chap. 2.4). In Barro's (1990)

models identical firms use non-cumulated government factors which are also financed by a

flat-rate income tax with the same properties as in Shell's paper. Sorensen (1993) extends

Lucas' (1988) model to include public investments which are financed by capital and labour

income taxation as well as tuition fees.

In Creedy and Francois (1990) households differ in initial incomes which also

determine an individual's productivity in forming human capital. Education is paid for

partly privately and in part by the government who finances the subsidies through a

flat-rate income tax. The larger the portion payed by the government, the greater the
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number of people who get an education and the higher the growth which benefits all in the

second period. Even the median voter who receives no education and therefore no subsidy,

may vote for redistributive taxes because he benefits from the growth effect generated by

other peoples investment in human capital. The tax revenues are also used for other

government expenditures which enter neither the utilty nor the production functions. No

public factors are considered and the model is constructed only for two periods. Perotti

(1990) considers individuals who differ in their initial pre-tax incomes. There are no public

investments. In order to pay for indivisible investment in education without access to a

capital market, subsidies which are equal across individuals paid out of income tax

revenues may be needed to give poor familes access to finance and education. A median

voter chooses an optimal tax rate which depends both on his income and on the average

income of the population because the latter deternlnes the value of the subsidies received

in the same period. Depending on the income of the median voter and the average value of

income in the economy this redistribution may be conducive or damaging to growth.

Alesina and Rodrik (1992) modify the model of Barro (1990) to allow for households

differing in their initial holdings of capital and taxation of capital, a higher rate of which

generates lower growth. The more capital poor is an individual, the higher his preferred tax

on capital. A poorer median voter therefore generates lower growth and in a democracy

income inequality is unfavourable for growth rates. In Glomm and Ravikumar (1992)

individuals differ in their initial values of human capital. In the public education regime of

their model, revenues from a flat-rate tax on human capital income are spent on the

quality of public education which is an argument in the utility function. As the latter are of

the additively separable type, all individuals prefer the same tax rate. In Saint-Paul and

Verdier (1993) households differ in their initial endowments of human capital. They pay a

flat-rate income tax, the revenues of which are spent on public education which is not a

public good but an egalitarian supply of education. This supply is a non-cumulative factor

that benefits all individuals identically because it enters the production function for human
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capital in an additively separable way. Therefore poorer people wil prefer higher tax rates.

When human capital levels converge, preferred tax rates converge as well. The impact of

political rights, democracy and inequality on growth are analyzed.

In Persson and Tabellni (1991) individuals differ in their parametrically given

abilities. A flat-rate income tax is raised, the revenue of which is rebated at equal amounts

to all households. A higher rate of taxation yields lower growth because of the distortion of

capital accumulation. The higher the abilities of the median voter the lower the tax he

prefers and the higher the growth rate wil be.

Different endowments and abilities have been treated in Ziesemer (1990). Having

more capital provides a disincentive to higher taxation but higher abilities make public

factors more desirable. A median voter wants higher taxes than the average individual. The

growth effects of a higher tax rate are transitional. In the long run only the level of the

growth path can be changed because, as in Arrow's (1962a) learning by doing model, the

rate of growth is proportional to that of population growth. This is in accordance with

Koester and Kormendi (1989) who find in a cross-country study, that tax rates have only

level effects but no growth rate effects. However, that study is only loosely related to

growth theory and in view of the arguents presented in the theory and empirics of the

political-equilibrium literature (see Persson and Tabellni 1992, and Alesina and Rodrik,

1992) and their time-series character, the question is whether or not this is the final word

on the subject. The literature discussed here tries to improve the basis for such

investigations through endogenization of the growth rate.

From the state of the art discussed so få. it is quite straightforward to look at the

growth rate effects of changes in tax rates when individuals have different levels of

appreciation of public factors due to different abilties. Scheme 1 indicates that this has not

been done. It therefore wil be the subject of this paper. It provides a model which

combines all the necessary elements contained in Schultz' theory. Households have different

production functions to produce human capital using public factors and therefore have
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conflicting views on individually optimal taxation. Human capital is used in the production

of output and technical progress. Therefore this is the first model of growth with

endogenous technical progress that takes the standard justification for government activity -

public goods or factors in individually different utilty or production functions - explicitly

into account. This changes the source of the distributional confict in the literature. In the

literature discussed above the source of distributional confct is the taxation of people with

different endowments, with the exception of Glomm and Ravikumar where the desired tax

rates are identical and the distributional confict lies in the choice of the public or private

education system. Moreover, in Creedy and Francois only people getting an education

receive the subsidy. In this paper they have different tax burdens and they benefit

unequally from public investment in public factors. Tractabilty of the model depends on

the neglect of capital income. However, the contributions of Shell, Barro, Alesina and

Rodrik, Saint-Paul and Verdier, Lucas (1990) and Trostel, all cited above, make it rather

unikely anyway that something new on capital could be learned. Whenever the results

would have to be modified in view of this knowledge, we indicate this only verbally and the

integration of capital is left to future research.

The results are that

i) at suffciently low rates of taxation there are two steady states one of them saddle point

stable and the other unstable; for higher rates of taxation the existence of a unique, no or

more than two steady state(s) is also possible;

ii) under a higher flat-rate income tax, which is excess burden free in this simple model,

the rate of technical progress at the saddle point stable steady state wil be higher;

iii) a median voter wil prefer a lower rate of taxation than that of a golden rule if he has

lower income and indirect marginal utility from net income is inelastic, implying lower

techncal progress as well;

iv) under each allocation' there are individuals who have higher or lower preferred

(Lindahl-) tax rates than the actual one, implying that there is no optimal tax rate unless
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perfect government information would allow perfect compensation which is equivalent to

setting Lindahl prices and is generally held to be infeasible because the informational

requirements would be equivalent to those of central planng. As a consequence the rate of

technical progress and other growth rates are explained as the outcome of a political

distributional conflict and not as a result of different parameters or different government

choices of taxes and subsidies that merely convert x-best into first best growth paths (see

Barro and Sala i Martin, 1992, for a discussion of this type of policy) and not as a result of

unavourable constellations of time preference and marginal productivity of knowledge due

to low initial values of knowledge which produce a lock-in (see Becker, Murphy and

Tamura, 1990). The redistributional effects may be different once capital income is

introduced (see section 5) or if indirect marginal utility is strongly decreasing in net income

(see section 6).

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the next section the basic model is set up.

In section 3 decisions of individuals are presented. Market equilibrium and a definition of

the steady state are given in section 4. The existence, multiplicity and stabilty of steady

states and the impact of taxation on the steady state allocation are the subject of section 5.

Section 6 shows that people with higher abilties and low (high) elasticity of indirect

marginal utility with respect to net income have higher (lower) shadow prices for public

factors and technology if they act as selfish persons in the position of the government (in a

dual approach to a government decision where they maximize their indirect utility

function) and the discount rate is higher than the rate of technical progress; these higher

(lower) shadow prices lead to a desired decision of higher (lower) 
tax rates. However, the

tax rate chosen is a matter of how the distributional confict implied by the infeasibility of

Lindah prices is solved. One of these possible outcomes is that of a median voter

democracy.
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2. A model with three forms of knowledge

The crucial factor in Schultz' theory is human capital H, which is defined as the knowledge

people have personally as a result of schooling. It is assumed here that human capital and

labour Li are the factors which produce output Y under conditions of labour saving

technological progress with level A( T) at time T, the firm specific knowledge. The

production function used here is of the Cobb-Douglas type:

Y = F(R, ALi) = Hß(ALi)1-ß (1)

Increases in firm specific knowledge, A, are assumed to be produced using human capital

and the accumulated knowledge A itself. However, knowledge has to be tranferred from

those who produced it (human capital) in the research division to those who use it (labour

Li) in the production division. The more workers there are in the production division the

more human capital wil be needed to transfer the knowledge and the lower the

productivity of human capital in the production of knowledge. Therefore the number of

workers exerts a negative influence on the production of firm-specific knowledge. The

production and tranfer function for firm-specific knowledge is assumed to be (a dot on a

variable indicates a derivative with respect to time)

A = G(H/Li, A) = g(h)A with h == R/ALi, lim g = g ~ ai (2)

It is assumed that the factors used in innovation are the same as those in production, an

assumption indicating that close cooperation between production and innovation is

advantageous for success in providing the production diviion with adequate technical

progress. Freeman (1988, p. 335) and Mowery and Rosenberg (1989, chap: 6) report
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research results on the higher efficiency of closely cooperating production and research

divisions which in Japanese firms sometimes goes so far that the divisions are almost

indistinguishable. Human capital is a crucial factor in innovation because a good education

is a precondition for good ideas in research, whereas capital (ignored here) and labour can

contribute only indirectly (see also Nelson, 1959 on this point; for a different interpretation

see footnote 1.). G is aSsumed to be linearly homogeneous in the two arguments. Makng

use of H/Li as an argument is mainly done to ensure zero profits and a constant rate of

technical progress independent of exogenous employment growth as in Uzawa (1965), Lucas

(1988), Neuman (1989) and Ziesemer (1991); the latter result cannot be obtained in

models that use specifications like Arrow (1962a), Phelps (1966) or Shell (1967). This

specification can be justified as follows: The relation between F and G could best be

interpreted as follows: One could thin of H used in technology production, G, and exerting

a positive externality on output production F when transferring the knowledge to the

production division, which in turn hinders technology production further the more workers

Li have to take over the new knowledge thus exerting a negative externality on G as

explained above.

The ultimate reason for dividing H by Li is nevertheless technical and makes use of

some degree of freedom which always remains in the specification of technology production

functions. There is nothing in the literature which excludes any of the diverse specifications

used in different models. The upper limit on g, g, ensures that A cannot go to infinity and

therefore A cannot jtip as it would, e.g., under a Cobb-Douglas specification.

Human capital is produced by a constant number of families (i = 1,..., N) using

labour services L~, basic scientific research results B, which are public factors, e.g., the

information contained in libraries, different parametrically given labour augmenting

abilities e1 and the knowledge A of the firm where he works. Ruman capital is completely

depreciated each period because - unlike basic scientific research results and firm specific
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knowledge, which can be inherited in written form - it cannot be handed over to the next

generation if an individual dies, because HI is contained in his brain. Moreover, human

capital must always be updated by the latest research results to be able to have an idea for

inventions. Complete depreciation is the simplest way to capture both arguments.2 It has

the advantage of limiting the number of differential equations to a minimum. Takng it

literally it implies that each individual lives one period, i.e. infnitely short lived

individual instead of infnitely long lived individuals often used in this type of modeL. The

production function for a family or clan which contains these assumptions is

Hi = H (eiAL1; B) = (eiAL~)aB1-a i = 1,...,N (3)

B is public knowledge and A is knowledge costlessly taken over from the firm simply

because family members work there and there is no market for services of A by assumption.

Therefore A is an externality here. As long as the firm is a price taker it cannot internalize

this externality. "A" in (3) poses therefore a similar public goods problem as B. The

difference in the treatment is that the change in the stock of B is provided publicly whereas

changes in A are provided privately and, as in Romer (1986) it is assumed that no public

action is taken to influence its supply. This role of A also mirrors the fact that there is not

always a clear dividing line between private and public knowledge in the real world. Using

the Cobb-Douglas function implies an assumption that without public knowledge no

production of human capital is possible.

The stock of public knowledge B is enhanced at some costs that are covered by taxes

on households income yi which sum up to y:3

B =tY (4)
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Basic education in practice has an excludability property. However, this is due to the

transaction costs involved in its tranfer to pupils. The knowledge itself is non-rivalrous

and we concentrate on its public factors character here. Equilbrium in the human capital

market requires that firm demand H equals households supply, i.e. the sum over all HI:

N .
H = E HI

i=1
(5)

Labour supply, which may differ in levels across famlies, is assumed to have identical

growth rates f

. .
LI( T) = LI(O)e €T

A families labour endowment can either be supplied to the firm, L/, or used for education,

Lr

. . .
L i = Ll + Ll

The sum over families' labour supply is total labour supply

N .
L( T) = E LI(O)e €T

i=1

which in equilibrium equals labour demand of the firm, Li = E LiI, plus households own

demand, the sum over L~:

N ., 1
L = Li + E L2

i=1
(6)
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Due to the simplifying assumption of complete depreciation of HI, it is used in (2) at the

same moment when it is produced by L~ persons according to (3).

(1) - (6) contain some basic assumptions of the model (those on behaviour follow in

the next section) with three types of knowledge supplied by firms, households and the

government respectively as represented by equations (2) - (4). In Uzawa (1965) "A" was

interpreted to contain all three types of knowledge. Many papers stil only deal with one of

these forms of knowledge, although in all developed societies it is obvious that all of these

are present to quite a large extent. The distinction however is crucial, because household

knowledge vanshes with the death of persons, whereas firm and public knowledge can

survive in written form but have different properties concerning appropriabilty (see also

Arrow, 1962b and Dosi, Pavitt and Soete, 1990, p.82/83, on this point). Schultz

emphasized the role of the household as a human capital producing firm and the role of

public factors in producing it and the role firm technology in using it. Thus this distinction

is contained in his work although in an unformalized way. What has been added here is the

tax resistance argument replacing the role of landowners in Schultz' (1964) argumentation,

because the role of agriculture may diminish in the long run whereas the problems of

distributional confict from familes' different benefits from public goods or factors and

redistributional taxation remain. The public provision of the public factors is only public

with respect to their financing but not necessarily so with respect to ownership of

knowledge producing organizations.

3. The dynamc entrepreneur and the household as a human capital producing firm

The representative firm is assumed to maximize profits over an infnite horizon, discounted

at some rate p subject to (1) and (2) while acting as a price-taker. The latter assumption is

made here because it seems to be stil the simplest of all market structures used in models
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which include production of technical progress. All households are assumed to have the

same discount rate p. These assumptions lead to the current value Hamiltonian

IT = F(R, ALi) - qH - wLi + ø G(H/Li1 A)

where w is the wage rate and q the price for the use of a unt of H and ø a costate variable.

The necessary conditions for a maximum are (2) and

âll/âH = Fi- q + ØGi/Li = 0 (7)

-âII/âA = -F2Li- ØG2 = ø - pø (8)

all/âLi = F2A - w + ØGiH(-I)Lï2 = 0 (9)

I im e -pr ø = 0
r-l ai

(10)

A lower index 1 or 2 in connection with functions F, G and H indicates the derivative with

respect to the first or second argument. (7) means that the marginal product of human

capital in output production, F i, plus that in production of techncal progress, ØGi/Li,

must equal the rental q of human capital. (8) says that the marginal product of a stock

unit of A on output, F2Li, plus that on technology production, øG2, must equal the

negative of the current value of the rate of change of the discounted shadow price, øe-pr.

(9) tells that the marginal product of labour in output production, F2A, plus its (negative)

marginal product in technology production, ØGiH(-I) Li-2, must equal the wage rate.

Finally, (10) means that the discounted shadow price of technology must go to zero as time
"

goes to infnity. As (8) implies ø - p ~ 0, (10) holds.
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Multiplying (7) by H and (9) by Li and replacing wand q in the Hamiltonian, yields

zero current profits. The value of the firm is the value of technical change. Here price

takng behaviour inspite of increasing returns in H, A and Li is possible because the

function F is linearly homogeneous in the control variables which leads to a horizontal cost

function at each point in time which is driven down over time through the change in

technology A.4,5

Assuming the absence of a capital market and complete depreciation of human

capital both for the mere sake of simplicity, households have no intertemporal consumption

allocation problem and therefore can be viewed as pure human capital producers without

making any assumption about how long they live. The households' problem then is a purely

static one. They are assumed to maxmize consumption (equal to after tax income), (1 - t)
yl = (1 - t)(qHI - weLl - L~)l, equating the marginal value product of human capital to

wages:

i 1Aw = q Hie (11)

Applying Euler's theorem to (3), insertion of w/q according to (11) and division by B

yields

. ..
H1/B = ((w/A)/q)AL~/B + H~

INSERT FIGURE 1 OVER HERE

This is drawn as a tangent to the production functions in Figure i with slope w / q and

vertical intercept H~ , which indicates the famlies willngness to pay for public factors

which by assumption is ùnkown to the government and therefore makes Lindahl prices

impossible. Families choose the same Hl/L~ ratios due to the labour augmenting differences
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. .
el in families abilities, which implies that families with higher abilities choose higher L~ and. .
HI and have higher wilingness to pay for public factors H~. Putting it the other way round,

a higher level of public goods is more in the interest of people with higher abilities.

As the HtelA in (11) are identical for all households, because they are all faced with

identical market prices wI q, the marginal products of A, HteIL~, will be higher for families

with higher abilities who choose higher L~. Again Lindahl-prices would be necessary to

reach an optimum. Therefore A can be viewed as a privately supplied public good, whereas

B is a publicly provided one (in the sense of financing through taxation).

4. Market equilbrium and definition of the steady state

In this section market equilibrium conditions are analysed by eliminating market prices

and steady states are defined. . . .
As all individuals choose the same ratio HI/L~ due to the labour saving property of el

in (3) this must equal the aggegate ratio H/L2:

H/L:i = HI IL~ (12)

Insertion of (3) on the right-hand side, division of both sides by A, multiplication by Li/Li

and (using h == HI ALi, li == Li/LI b == B/AL) division by 11/(1 -li) yields

11 == h - H(l- ei, bIli) = 0
1 L ~/L2 (12')

As h is a macro-variable the value of the H(.) function must be identical for all. ,..
individuals. L~/L2 must be constant for the following reason. L~ must be identical for all
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individuals because with constant elasticity of production a for the first arguent of (3)

one may write (3) in growth rates using (12):

(Hi - 1~ =) H - 12 = a(Â + 1~) + (1 - a)B - i~

As only the i~ in the second equation are variables concerning the individual, the 1~ areN . ". " .
equal for all i. Together with EL~/L2 ~ 1 it follows that L~ = L2. Therefore L~/L2 in (12')

i=1
is constant, although dependent on el.

Equating w/q from (11) with its value from (7) and (9) yields:

. . F2A - øGiHLï2
Hle1 A =

F i + øG i IL i
(13)

The marginal product of labour in human capital production must equal the ratio of the

marginal products of labour and human capital in output and technology production. As a

is the constant elasticity of the first argument of (3), the left side of (13) may be written as~ . I .
aHI/L~. As all households choose the same ratio HI/L~ one may again replace it by H/L2.

Therefore the left side of (13), after division by A, may be written as aH/(AL2) =

ahli/(I-11). Defining 'i :: ø/L and replacing ø by 'iL, the result of all these transformations

is

F2 tfih/li12:: ahli/(1- li) = 0
F i + tfil i i (13')

(12') and (13') are two equations in h and li yielding a solution h = h(b, 1/) and 11 = li(b,

'i) which can be used in di,fferential equations for b and 1/, which we consider next.

Dividing (4) by B and subtracting the natural rate of growth g(h) + € and
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multiplying by b yields

b = tl1F(hl 1) - (g(h) + €)b ( = 0 == J1 ) (41)

Finally, using ø == 1/L in (8) the system is completed by

"p = (p - € - G2(h))1/ - F211 ( = 0 == J2) (8')

. .
b = 0 and 1/ = 0 define the steady state. One can consider J 1 and J 2 as a system in the two

variables b and 1/ with h and 11 depending on b and1/ according to equations 11 and 12. In

the steady state 11, 12, J 1 and J 2 are four equations for the four variables h, 11, b and 1/, all

of them depending on t, € and p. This wil be used in the following analysis of the impact of

a change in the rate of taxation on the four variables.

5. Existence, multiplicity and stability of steady states and the economic effects of reducing

tax resistance

The reduction of tax resistance is defined here as dt )- O. In the following we proceed in

three steps. Firstly, we show for given 11 (for merely didactical purposes) that a higher rate

of taxation leads to higher values of public knowledge per labour efficiency unit, b, and

higher human capital per efficient labour unit used in the firm and therefore to higher

technical progress. Secondly, we show that there exists either no steady state or at least

two steady states, one of which supports the first result but the other does not. Thirdly, we

show in the analysis of the dynamics that the steady. state at which the first result holds is

stable in the saddle point.sense whereas the other is unstable.

In the first (merely didactical) step J 1 is solved for b which yields
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b = tF(h, 1)11

g( h) + €
( 4")

The interpretation is that c.p. a higher tax rate t leads to higher steady state levels of

public factors per efficiency unit of labour. A higher share of employment in output

production, 11, also lead to higher b. Higher employment growth leads c.p. to lower steady

state levels of public factors per efficiency unit, which is quite analogous to the Solow

growth modeL. The c.p. impact of higher h on b is analyzed as follows. (4") is drawn as J 1

in Figure 2. It's slope is

INSERT FIGURE 2 OVER HERE

âb/ åh = (g+€)F' t - ~'tF 11 = fF't + h -1 gtF(rh/F - g'h/g) 11 :; a if F'h/F ~ g'h/g
(g + f) (g + f)

This condition is sufficient to ensure a positive slope. The interpretation is that h always

has a stronger infuence on output than on technical progress and therefore leads to higher

steady state values of the public factor stock per labour efficiency unit. Taking the second

derivative of (4") with respect to h it can be shown that

rrb/( ôh)2 c( a if (F'h/F)/(g'h/g) :; Ig"h/g'l / I F"h/F'I

Therefore b(h) is concave if (sufficient) (for ß = F'h/F, ,(h) :: g'h/g, ß - 1 = F"h/F' and

,(h) - 1 = g"h/ g', all from the Euler theorem applied to fig and F'ig' respectively)

(1 - ß)ß :; ,(1 - 'Y)

is fulfiled. This means that elasticities of production in output must be more balanced
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than those for technology production. For each given h, a higher t (higher €) requires

higher (lower) levels of b which is indicated by Ji' drawn as a dashed line in Figure 2.

Higher li shifts the curve to the right.

The second curve drawn in Figure 2 is 11 (equation (121)), the modified production

function for human capital production. Here h is a concave function of b for each given 11.

A higher li decreases both arguments in the H function of 11 and therefore shifts the curve

down, which is drawn as the dashed II' curve in Figure 2. A higher 11 therefore leads to a

lower (higher) h and b if the li-shift in Ii(J 1) is stronger and therefore to lower (higher)

rates of technical progress. Here the increase of 11 with respect to the Ii-curve represents

the impact of the labour allocation on higher human capital production which leads to a

decrease in the rate of technical progress. The effect of higher lion the J i-curve mirrors

the impact of the allocation of labour on output which increases b and therefore h. Which

of these two effects is stronger is an open question. Formally, 11 and Ji determine h and b

depending on li, t and €:

h = h(t, 11, €) and b = bet, 11, €) with åh/ôt, äb/ôt ). 0 and âh/å€, ôb/å€ 4( 0

Existence of an intersection of li and Ji for each ll€(O,I) is guaranteed by the assumption

that F and H are both Cobb-Douglas functions. This guarantees that the curvature is

sufciently strong to let the functions intersect.

Figure 2 gives a preliminary formulation of Schultz' theory: Given 11, a higher vaÌue

of taxation t leads to a higher value of public factors b and human capital h, both in labour

effciency units, and therefore to a higher rate of technical progress. So what remains to be

derived are conditions that movements in 11 do not change this result.

The following analysis is less intuitive but more exact because 11 is no longer kept

constant. The condition 'of more balanced elasticities of production in output than in

technology production wil not be needed here. In the next step we take also 12 and J 2 into
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account to show through elimination of 'i and b that steady state values for hand 11 are

not unque.

Solving J2 for 'i and inserting it into 12 yields

F F 2li
i = 2 - P - € - U2( h)2-F + l'211

1 P - € - U2(h)

G1h/li
- ahl1/(1 - 11) = 0

Gd i 1
(13")

The interpretation was already given in connection with equation (13). In the first term the

li terms can be cancelled. Multiplying successively by the denominator of the large fraction,

I/F2 and (1- 11) we obtain after some simple rearrangements

G1(h) h
1 -11 - P _ € _ U2(h) (1 - 11 + ali) = (Fih/F2) ali (13'")

Using the Cobb-Douglas function assumption ß/(l - ß) = Fih/F2, it can be shown that

this equation is a falling line in the h-l1-plane that intersects both axes as drawn in Figure

3 (see appendix B.l for a derivation). The 11 axis is intersected at value

11 = (1- ß)/(1- ß + aß) ~ 1.

INSERT FIGURE 3 OVER HERE

The second curve of Figure 3 - which approaches the vertical axis as 11 goes to zero-

is based on (12') after insertion of (4") to eliminate b:

I h HJl-11i tF(h) 1-01 = - 1 11, C '(g(h) + €JL~/L2 f - (12")
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The slope of h with respect to 11 is

dh/dl1 =
1

-Htll! ~ 0
(1 - a)(ß - 1 + J/g(h)J

with ;(h) == g'h/g c( ß == F'h/F. For 11 -+ 0 we have h -I CD ard dh/dl1 -I (--) (for a proof see

appendix B.2). Moreover, (12") exists,on the whole intervall11 € (0, 1) and as 11 is one, h is

zero. Therefore in Figure 3 (12") cuts (13"') twice or not at alL. The first cut at low values

of 11 is such that (12") comes from above and because (13'") ends at 11 c( 1 but (12") goes

to 11 = 1 there is a second cut from below. In Figue 3 this case is drawn. An exceptional

case could be that the curves are tangential to each other, yielding a unique solution. A

higher rate of taxation t shifts (12") upwards and to the right because it requires a higher

value of 11 (or h) for any given value of h (or 11). In the limit for t-+O it follows from (12")

that h goes towards zero for all 11. This implies that there are always sufficiently low tax

rates at which two steady states exist whereas the case of a unique or no steady state at

high tax rates cannot be proven but also not excluded. These unproven cases wil only be

treated in appendices B. If there are two steady states, the impact of t on h is that h

decreases with higher t at the steady state with the higher h and lower 11 thus contradicting

the idea of this paper and increases with t at the one with higher 11 and lower h thus

supporting the idea of this paper.

In the third step we show that the steady state with lower (higher) h and higher

(lower) 11 is (un-)stable. Therefore at the stable steady state higher taxes wil lead to. .
higher growth rates. In appendix A it is shown that the curves for b = 0 and 7/ = 0 and the

arrows for the dynamcs can be drawn as in Figure 4 below. The slopes can be understood

INSERT FIGURE 4 OVER HERE
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intuitively as follows (for the full complications of a rigorous analysis see appendix A). For. .
the b=Q-line the partial derivative of b = 0 with respect to 'Ø is negative because the

higher the shadow price of technology the higher the growth rate of technology and

therefore the higher the growth rate of the denominator of b. This effect dominates the

output enhancing effect of the increase in human capital which increases the numerator of

b via taxation. The partial effect of b on b = 0 is ambiguous. Higher b also increases

techncal progress and therefore the denominator of b. One can show that for low values of

b the impact is negative and for higher values of b it must become positive. Therefore the

b=D-line must be u-shaped. This bears some similarity to the stationary line for the

capital-labour ratio in the standard neoclassical growth modeL. What differs from the

standard model is the line for a constant shadow price. It is not vertical as it would be in

the standard modeL. Society can invest in A and B now. Its simplicity is lost in a model

with three production functions. For the locus of a constant shadow price we have the usual

untable effect of the shadow price 'Ø on its rate of change and a higher b decreases 'Ø,

because it induces a higher rate of technical progress and output and therefore decreases

the shadow price of technology. Therefore this slope must be positive. Arrows follow quite. .
analogously form fJ/ â'Ø -( 0 and â'Ø/ fJ -( O. The steady state at the higher level of b is

completely unstable. The steady state at the lower level of b is (un-) stable in the saddle

point sense. The unique stable trajectory has a positive slope. A higher shadow price of

technology provides an incentive for producing more technology and demanding more

human capital (per labour efficiency unit) and a higher stock of public knowledge provides

an incentive for households to produce more human capital (per labour efficiency unit

supplied to firms). This generates a higher equilibrium value of h which leads to a higher

rate of technical progress.

Starting from the sàddle point stable steady state one can see from (4') t.hat a higher
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. .
value of taxation t leads to b ~ O. This means that the economy is below the b = 0 line

after such a shift in taxation. The b = 0 line is therefore shifted upward. The new steady

state wil be at higher values of b and ø and therefore at higher values of human capital, h,

and technical progress. Moreover, the analysis in the h-11-plane showed that higher h is

associated with lower 11, Labour wil be shifted to education. Other movements than those

of saddle point stable trajectory are discussed in connection with the possible case of no

existence of steady states in appendix B. In the models by Shell (1967), Barro (1990) and

Saint-Paul and Verdier (1993) there is also a distortionary effect from taxation which

biases against the formation of (human) capital. Whether or not this effect outweighs the

effect presented above is an empirical question. The evidence on this distortion is weak

until now. Easterly and Rebelo (1993) find a negative but insignificant impact on growth

rates in a cross-section study. Koester and Kormendi (1989) find that there is an negative

and significant effect on the level of the path but not on the growth rate. But Otan and

Villanueva (1990) find a positive effect of the share of public expenditure on human capital

per unit of GDP on growth rates. Given the simplicity of the model it is rather

straightforward to interpret the tax rate t as that share because the distortionary effect of

taxation is absent. What remains is the expenditure effect. Putting it differently, the result

by Koester and Kormendi (1989) suggests absence of effects of taxation on growth rates

whereas the result of Otani and Villanueva (1990) suggests that the way of spending

matters. The result that a higher share of output should be shifted to public educational

purposes to reach more growth bears great similarity with the World Ban's (1990, 1991)

suggestion to further education. The World Ban suggests to take the resources from the

military complex which may be considered as part of consumption from which it is taken in

this modeL. In view of this model this policy is of the IIredistribution with growth II type

(see Chenery et.al., 1974) because the increase in the tax rate is a permanent one.

Finally, the impact of higher discount rates and the rate of employmeñt growth is
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analyzed. A higher rate of time preference used by the firm wil lead to ., :: 0 from (8').

The ., = a line wil be shifted downwards. The new steady state will therefore be at lower .,

and higher b. The firm has a weaker incentive to produce technical progress and demands

c.p. less human capital but households have a higher incentive to supply human capital

because of more public knowledge available. Higher b and lower ., lead to higher 11 because

it was shown above that 811/ âb :: 0 and 811/ â., ~ O. The analysis in the h-Ii-plane as

summarized in Figure 3 showed that at the stable steady state higher 11 is associated with

lower h and therefore less technical progress. Higher impatience wil thus lead to less

technical progress. Higher employment growth wil have the opposite effect, shifting 1/0

line up leading c.p. to higher technical progress, but the b=O line wil be shifted downward

through higher employment and therefore has the opposite effect on techncal progress. The

net effect of employment growth on technical progress is thus unclear. Figure 2 contained

only the latter effect.

6. If i were the government: Household preferences for optimal taxation levels

Up to this point of the analysis the tax rate t has been exogenously varied. The question

then is whether or not the different wilingness to pay taxes also exists in the long ~un

(steady state) or only in the short run. Growth theory has provided some examples of

effects that are present in the short run but may be irrelevant in the long run. This is the

reason why we consider individuals' optimal choices of steady states. In particular,

differences in individuals' wilingness to pay taxes may be small if compared to the income

increases from higher technical progress. We want to show the conditions under which even

in the long run, the shadow prices of technology, A and public knowledge, b, and therefore

the rate of technological progress A is higher for individuals with higher abilties if they
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have identical preferences. A second objective of this section is to relate the wilingness to

pay of an individual with average income to that of a median voter as it is done in the

literature on political equilbrium in endogenous growth models discussed in the

introduction. In this section the individual choice of the tax rate is treated under the

assumption that the individual takes the working of the whole economy into account

without expecting any transactions like compensations between government and household

except taxation.

The individual is assumed to maximize his utility from consumption which equals net

Income:

. . , .
Max ofCX e-P'TUl(C1( 'Tn d'T = ofCX e-PT U1(yI( 'T)(1 - t)) dT

t , i i.h

= ofCX e-P'T Ui( t w(Li - L~) + qALHi(ei(1-li)L~/L2' b) ) (1 - t) )dT

where HI is the production function (3) after having divided its arguments by AL. The time

index has been dropped in the last equation. Here w is an abbreviation for F2A + ?lAhGi/li

according to (9) and q is ~ abbreviation of Fi + 'ii/li according to (7). The

maximization is subject to (4'), (8') and g(h)A= A with h = h(?l, b) and Ii = li('i, b). A

special case of this maximization is that of an individual with average income and abilities.

His problem is identical to that of maximizing utility from per capita consumption. If

transfers could correct the result of the flat-rate income tax such that each individual

would be in the same position as under Lindah prices this aggegate consumption

maximization would be a reasonable objective. If information to find Lindahl prices is not

available, aggregate consumption maximization becomes a dubious goal. It seems equally

plausible then to assume that no compensation takes place and each individual expects no

transfers and cares only for his ideal tax rate in the political process. This case is
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considered here. Two of the necessary conditions for an optimum (with "i,A and "i,b as

co-tate variables for A and b respectively and 'I for the Hamiltonian) are

Wijât = _Ui'yi + "i,b liF = 0 (14)

which implies

"i,b = UilyijliF
(15)

An individual with higher income weighted with marginal utilty has a higher shadow price

for public factors.

_ Wi j ôA = _ Ui'(yi j A) (1 _ t) _ "i,Ag(h) = ~i,A _ p"i,A (16)

"

implies for a steady state with ~i,A_e = ~i,b = Ui, = - O'(g+e) with 0':: - Uiiyi(1-t)jU'

"i,A = Uii((i _ t)yi)j(p - g)A
(17)

(17) means that an individual with higher net income (l-t)Yl weighted with marginal

utility wil give a higher steady-state value to technology A expressed through higher" i,A

if p ~ g. Given an initial value A(O) this is an incentive to have a higher A in the future

which requires higher technicaì progress g(h). Therefore individuals with higher abilities e1

who have higher shadow prices of technology in their function as hypothetical governments

prefer to have higher technical progress which they can achieve through higher taxation as

was shown in the previous section. Deriving steady-state values of "i1b and "i,A with. ..-
respect to yl shows that they are higher (lower) for higher yl (from higher abilities) if
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. ..
0'::- U1II(1_t)y1/U1, c( (~) 1 (18)

In determining desired tax rates not only does the marginal product of public factors in

human capital formation matter but the elasticity of marginal utility from consumption as

well. The suggestion that more able people want higher tax rates and higher levels of public

factors and technical progress only holds if marginal utility has a low elasticity with respect

to net income (if p ~ g) which mean that marginal utility does not decrease strongly as

consumption grows. In this case preferences can be viewed as very materialistic. The reason

is that the wilingness to pay as expressed by the marginal product of public capital in

human capital formation indicates the current benefits from an existing stock of public

capital. The tax rate, analogous to the saving rate in the standard optimal growth model,

determines how much wil be invested in the stock of public capital. In this model without

capital market this is the only form of savings which feeds public investment B directly

and private investment A indirectly by having a negative impact on the cost of forming

human capital. The households preference for high or low tax rates in the dual problem

defined above therefore are quite analogous to those of private savings: low (high) 0'

indicates a preference for high (low) savings or taxes. If the elasticity 0' is zero under an

assumption of linear utility or income or consumption maximization as in Creedy and

Francois (1990) and Perotti (1990), preferences do not appear explivcitly in the formula for

the desired tax rate. If this elasticity equals unity all households want the same tax rate in

this model as in Glomm and Ravikumar (1992) where log-linear preferences have been

used and education of the future generation for which the tax revenues are used is an

argument of the utility function. In Alesina and Rodrik (1992) we also find a unit elasticity

value of the utility function, but the revenues do not go completely back into current

utility. They are used for public investment which increases output which in turn is only

partly consumed. Therefore, the more capital poor the voter the less he is damaged by a
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distortion and the higher the tax rate he desires. Saint-Paul and Verdier (1993) also use a

log-linear utility function but its argument, 'childrens income' consists of two additively

separable parts one of which is government expenditure. The result here is alo that poorer

people prefer higher tax rates. However, inequality and public support for education vanish

in their modeL. This is not the case in this paper because individuals differ with respect to

abilities and not with respect to initial endowments. In Persson and Tabellini (1991)

preferences are homothetic with the implication that indirect utilty is linear in households

abilities. The result is that desired tax rates depend on the abilties of voters such that

their impact cannot be outweighed by properties of preferences: less able (poorer) people

want higher taxes. In sum, the only result where the expected outcome of poorer people

wanting higher tax rates does not hold is that of Glomm and Ravikumar (1992) and in the

case of an elasticity larger than or equal to one and p ;: g in this modeL. As a consequence,

a median voter who is poorer then the average citizen wil desire a higher tax rate in this

model (as in all other models except that of Glomm and Ravikumar, 1992), if he has

inelastic marginal utility.

This result may be different once capital income is introduced and taxed at the same

rate because the distribution of capital then matters as well. An individual who is

"median" with respect to abilties may have a high capital wealth and therefore a low

wilingness to pay income taxes, also leading to tax resistance. Whether a person is on the

favoured or the disfavoured side of a distributional confict wil always depend on all the

sources of heterogeneity and all the public goods and factors modelled as well as on the tax

system used. Up til now all the papers with endogenous long-run growth rates contain

only one of the sources of inequality and very simple tax systems. Future work wil

hopefully be able to construct models with both sources of inequality (or even more as land

endowments emphassized by Persson and Tabellni, 1992) and less simple tax systems.
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7. Summary and conclusion

In section 3 we have shown that individuals prefer different tax rates from the point of

view of their temporary private decisions, because familes with higher e1 have higher

marginal products of public factors B. In the previous section we have shown that the same

results can be supported from the point of view of a dual approach in which the tax rate is

viewed as a governmental decision variable and an indirect utilty or consumption function

is maximized, provided that marginal utilty is inelastic with respect to net income in the

case that the rate of discount is higher than the rate of technical progress. In section 5 we

have shown that higher tax rates lead to a higher level of public factors and higher

tech~cal progress in a steady state. As households with higher abilities wil prefer higher

tax rates and rates of techncal progress than households with lower abilities, the crucial

question is which of these distributional interests are implemented by politicians. In this

view the political resolution of conflct is as important as corrective taxation or historical

accidents determining lock-in or lock-out.

Footnotes

1 An alternative interpretation of the technical progress function could start from a

learning-by-doing assumption A=boftY(s)/Li(s)ds, with b :: 0 so that Å = bY/Li as in

Conlisk (1967). Insertion of the production function (1) also yields the technical progress

function (2). However, learning-by-doing also ends with the life of a worker.

Intergenerational knowledge tranfer is partly the task of a firm (see also Prescott and

Boyd, 1987 on this point) and partly of public libraries and schooling institutions as in this

paper. A pure learning-by-doing view ignores both.
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2 This is of course quite the opposite of the assumption in Lucas (1988), who assumes that

each generation inherits more human capital than the previous one. However, Lucas must

do so because he identifies technology (A in our model) with human capital owned by the

households. A rigorous formulation of human capital accumulation with finite lifetimes of a

continuum of generations can be found in Imhoff (1989). There human capital does not

have the same effects as technical progress because there is no growing legacy of knowledge.

3 This is a special case of the more general form :B = t wwLi + tqqH, where w is the wage

rate and q is the price for the use of a unit of H, both in terms of output. The flat-rate

income tax used in (4) is the excess burden free form of this more general tax scheme.

Under this more general tax system the left side of (11) would have to be multiplied by (I-

t w) and the right side by (1 - tq).Unfortunately this leads to complications in the model

which make it unsolvable.

4 To see that a corner solution Li = 0 is not superior, rewrite the Hamiltonian as II =

ALi(F(h,l) - qh - wjA) + ØAg(h). First order conditions can then be written as âlIjâh =

ALi(Fi - q) + ØAg' ~ 0 (7a); âlIj åLi = AF(h,l) - qh - wjA) ~ 0 (9a), -âlIj âA = -Li(F

- qh -wjA) - wLijA - t/g = t/ - pø (8a). For an interior solution the Hamiltonian was

* * * *
shown to be II = ø A g in the text. For a corner solution it is lIe = øCgA c, where g = g

because âlIj 8h = t/Ag' ~ 0 for Li = 0 and guarantees that IIc is finite. If both solutions

have finite values in the beginning, their growth rates determine which one is higher in the

long run. From (8a) we get ØC = p - g for Li = O. Therefore nC = p. For steady states it is,,* ,,* * *
shown later that t/ = f. Therefore II = f + g . p ~ f + g is therefore a sufcient

condition to make sure that the Hamiltonian is larger for an interior solution at least in the

long run. As the interior solution yields zero profits, losses of an Li=O phase if H ~ 0

cannot be regained later. Therefore the interior solution given above is the ônly possible
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one under the assumption of price taking behaviour.

5 In the Solow model with exogenous techncal progress and constant returns to scale one

can either fix the number of firms or the size of the firm the other of the two variables

being determined by equilibrium demand. In the model of this paper with endogenous

technical progress one must make additional assumptions on knowledge. If there is only one

firm that can keep the knowledge invented secret, e.g., through patents with infinite

duration, then one receives a horizontal cost function for each point in time which is driven

down over time as A increases. If patents can expire or knowledge has leaked out some

way, then the knowledge is public and there may be many firms j using the same

knowledge, each having the same production function F(Hj, ALij) but not producing Å.

Again perfect competition is no problem. But then one makes a distinction between the

innovator with production function Å = G(HJ/LiJ, A) and the imitators who may have no

such function but for example imitate costlessly because knowledge can't be kept secret.

Both are makng zero profits if they behave as price takers as it is optimal for and thus

required by households. So price "takership" is logically possible in this setting. Only if

there is an unequal distribution of shares of a firm owners may be. interested in firms using

monopoly power. However, distribution of capital ownership is going beyond the scope of

this paper.
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Appendix A

Ii and h are two equations for hand li depending on 'i and b. Total differentiation with
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respect to h, 11, b and 1/ yields a system of the following structure:

r1h iii1j r~1j = _ rI1b 111/1 r~~J

lI2h 1211 L lhb I2~ L

The derivatives of 11 and h with respect to h and 11 are as follows (for details of the

derÍvations see appendix B.3):

I1h = 1

I2h = (1 -li - aßJi/(l - ß)) (F2Ii/h)(ß - -yh)) ;: 0 if ß ;: ,(h)

1111 = hli-l 1 - 11 + ali;: 0
i - 11

In the neighbour hood of 1/ = 0 we have

1211 = (1 1/ih t - al-c 0
- ß) (1 - 11) - aß

The denominator is positive because the existence of steady states requires 11 .. (1 - ß)/(1 -

ß + aß) which had been derived above from (13').

The first matrix of the system then has the determinant

I D I = I 1 h .1211 - 12 h I 111 -c 0

+ + +

The elements of the second matrix are
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li., = I2b = 0

11 = - H2 1/11 ~ 0b L21/L2

I2., = - Gih(1 -Ii + ali) ~ 0

The relation between hi 11 and bi ., can then be calculated as

8h/âb=-I1bI21/IDI :;0

åh/ ô., = - (-I2.,)I 11/ I D I :; 0
- -- +

åli/ôb = -I2h(-Iib)/IDI :; 0
- + --

åli/ô.,= I ih(-I2.,)/ID/ ~O
+ --

The explicit form of the differential equations then is

b = tl1(b,.,)F(h(b,Tl), 1) - tg(h(b,.,)) + e)b (= 0 == J1)

., = tP - € - G2(h(b,'I)n'I - F2(h(b,'I))li(b,'I) (= 0 == J2)

As we know from 11 that h approaches zero as b approaches zero we can see from J i that all

terms approach zero as b approaches zero. Therefore the b = 0 line must be in the
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neighbourhood of the vertical axis as b approaches zero. To determine the slope of the b =

o line we compute

. libb
ôbj ôb = -T .

-f iPi(1-li + o:li)(ß - 1 - Gl1hjGi)(g + €)jli +

+'Øio:
+ r(g + €)FihjF - g'hJ(l-ß) (1-1i)-o:ß1i ì - (g + €)

Ii b b - (1 - o:)h .. .
As -- = -i becomes zero as b and h approach zero and there is no reason

for the term in brackets to go to infinity and g(O) = 0 we have

lim åbjåb = - f
b-0

(a)

Moreover we have

. - 12
ôbjô1/ = ~ tF (1 -liIiliFijF) - g'bôhjô1/ -: 0

+
(b)

if the term in brackets is positive which can easily be shown.

From (a) and (b) it follows that

. .
d1/jdbl. = - (ôbj~)j(ôbj1/) -: 0

b= b=O
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Thus the b = 0 curve is falling in the neighbourhood of the vertical axis.

The derivatives of J 2 are

. öh öh Q.
ö"p/ öb = - G 21 Ob "p - F 2 1 Ob 11 - F 2 db ~ 0- + + -+ + -++

. öh öh Öliö"p /"p = (p - € - G2) - G 2 1 -l "p - F 2 1 o: - F 2 W

+ - + + - + +- + -

This term unfortunately has an unclear sign. Because öh/ ö"p depertds on F 2, 12.1. and III '. 0/ 1
which all approach zero for h = 0 and this is the case for b = 0, we have

lim ô"p/"p= (p- €))- 0
b, h--O

Therefore in the neighbourhood of b = 0 we have

. .
d"p/ôbi = - (ö"p/åb)/(ö"p/ö"p) ~ 0

b=O

Thus the "p = 0 line has a positive slope in the neighbourhood of b = o. Moreover, for "p-l 0

we have

I i m ., = - F 211 ~ 0

1/0

Thus in the neighbourhood of the horizontal axs "p is falling as indicated by arrows in
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Figure 4 and the 1/1 = 0 line can't converge to the horizontal axis. Furthermore, for h~O as

b-0

lim?l= (p- f.)?l ~ 0
b-0

Thus ?l is increasing in the neighbourhood of the vertical axis and the ?l = 0 line can't

converge to the vertical axis. As the?l = 0 line can't converge to the axes for b-0 or 1/0

separately and has positive slope for b-0 it must come from the origin.. "
Because ô?l/ ôb ~ 0 implies that?l is falling to the right of ?l = 0 and to the left of ?l, .

= 0 it is increasingi the?l = 0 line can't become falling for higher b because then?l would

have to increase to the left of the falling part but also would have to decrease below ?l = 0

which would imply opposite directions of the arrows on the same side of the curve which is

a contradiction. Therefore the 'I = 0 curve must have a positive slope throughout.

As we know from the steady state analysis in the h-Ii-plane summarized in Figure 3

that there are either (at least) two steady states or no steady state, we can conclude that

the b = 0 line must be u-shaped as indicated in Figure 4.
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APPENDIX B (NOT FOR PUBLICATION)

Appendi D.l (Derivation of Figme 3 from (1311!)

If h it: zero in (131") its right hand side is zero. Therefore the left hand side must also be

zero, imlying

1-
P

'-1 ;1.',
t_1 1\-iij

-. (1 . = 0- r. - tjr, 1J- - ,a. .. or Ch(h)h = (p - t - Ch(h))

The functioIi of the last equation aJ'e dnnvn in Figi.u'e 5, If h is positive (zero), Cb ü;

INSERT FIGURE 5 OVER HERE

positive (zero) too. The right hand side is a falling fU.iiction of h with vertical intercept P-r"

The left hand iÜde stai'ts from the origin a.nd Ü: increa.ing in h if Gl1hlGi + 1 ) 0 .~nd

must therefore intersect the curve of the right lumd side. Thus, for li = 0 there is a. i.uiique

solution hO.

'11. - -l-~ - -t- tl-" ('1'::111") ii"~ llt ~ ¡Ji!~!J -,_l..", '-' l .,'

i:Ui/dh =

( '¡
'.1-

. _'1 ( .
t - Cl:) " (/J - t

-1 - (-1 + (~) +t-Ch 1-/J
- Ch )(G iilt + Ch) -- Chh(-G~i)J (1 - li + (iili)

- 1:)¡fJU ih

p



"~ "j-iu

lj - I' h ri 1't 1'. ","'r "t1' V'" t ' - - 11' -
.i tJ . ="" , ¡. .i1i;i:c~.' .. J~(:ci_ ¡.t

(pdli/dhi" = .
h=O -1

,-,.\-.;f;.
t) L '-.P t)Ch)(1 - h + i:ïh)

~::" 0

1);,8/( 1- Ii )

- -1 fu, 1- 1,0 i_t, 0' ;+ 1- - -- , - ,,1'-" ...t' -a.nt UI 1 =..1 '-..j,. 11 = ) "J )t;Ci-n1et; ~. i-u ..iek.:..ivt;

Cliií ,i1 =
- I h=hO

(/1 - ë - Ch)-2 ((p

Ci ih

ë G 2 )( G llh + Ch) - Chh(-G21))(i - h + i:dl)

r-' fl--I.
( 0

(( +
p f. - (b 1 - IJ

because fJ - f - Ch ) 0 for iiJ ) 0, Guh + Ch ) O. As the denomimÜor of the slope is a

monotonically increasing function of h and independent of h and the slope is negative for

the highest posr,ible value of h = hO the denominator ca,nnot change sign between h = 0

and hI), h = 1 (131!!) leads to a contradiction, This shows that the function inter-sects the

axer, at h = 0 where h .: 1. At h = 0 we ha.ve h = (1 + (fß /(1 - ß))-I. This is the

ITiaxinUUïi value for h. It implies that

1 niax¡ 1 + OlfJ ' 1 llm,:i +11 \. 1 lì:) = , 043 1 maY 11 - B 1 =;r
O - 1 1 mft.x- - 1 - (~ß 1.lTiax

1 - 8 1r

So in the neighbourhood of steady sta.tes we have that h must be such that

1 1 (4J "'0-1-1_fil1!: .



Appendi B.2 (Slope of (12/1) at h = 0)

The slope can be rewritten Et.fi

H I-h i h t - i '. -1 Itl-re (l-li)11 ~.~ ) ! 1 - ("4i:ili:U1 = -
( t: :-Y i1 - ii 1 - ii¡:'ì iJ - _ +' .. i 1_- '.- -l ,. 1 :!ô(l-)Jt ¡ 1:. . 1,

h t i..-l
(l-li )111'. e )

-y

+ t /g(h)í1 - i....ì (lfJ-'. --i' 1

Afi li -+ 0 we h.j.ve h -+ iX', and therefore Em dh/dli = - i)),
h-¡ü .

Appendi B.3

To derive the arrOWfi dH\.i.~m in Figiire 4 we rewrite h, and h:

h:: h - H(W ei, b/l1 ') = 0. 11 . 1 / .'L:i¡L:i

F 2 1/1G1h/li

h :: . - (\,hhí(l -li) = 0
F'1 + ~lJi/li

Mi-ùtiplicatioIi of (13') by the denominator of the fractioTi yielch:

1: .1 '-i il- 11 iF + ../ '-1 I' .) '1-.1 / t 1 1 "ì 0
r 2 - '1)(_. lí 1 - t 1 ipi._.1í 11.. (%' ill \. - 1i = -

Ufiing FihjF2 = P!(l - P) this can be rewritten ar.

h = F'2(h)li(i - h - i:4Jli/(i - P)) - 4JCh(h)h(i -h + (\'h) = 0

43

(.: 0

(121)

fi.jl.'
t. ,_i)

t i.j1V .)'
~. ,) .
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From (12!) it follovn: that h = 0 if either b = 0 or h = 1. From (13lV) ~J = 0 would irciply li

= (1 - 1R)/(1 - /1 + Lr.!-If) ( 1. ThÜ: value had already been dei'ived a.s (t. limit for h in

a.ppendix B,L, l,. por;itive it therefore requirer; that li be fmialler tha,n that value,

h a.nd h are two equations for h and Ii depending on ~J and b, Total differentiation with

respect to hi hi b a.nd .v.) yields a. system of the following structure:

fhh Iihj ¡dh j = _ ¡hb Ii~Jj ¡dbjI. I dh I. T- dYJ"i, ('1 "1 - " ._ MH M i M.: M tt

The eleriva.tivt.f; of Ii imd h with re6pect to h a.nd li are as follows.

hh = 1

hh = F~ih(1 - h - (f/Jli/(1 -i")) - tlJ(Guh + Ch)(1 -h + (t'h)

Using h = 0 to elimina.te Vi yi del¡=

I~'h = F~ih(1 - h - L~lJh/(1 - P))- F2li(i - h - .4Jh/(i - P))(Guh/Ch + 1) =

(1 - h - OiPli/(l- P)) (F2:Ùl- (Fdil11)(Glih!Ch + 1)) =

(1 -h - Lr.P11/(1 -ll)) (Fdi/h)(Fzih/Fz - (Guh/Ch + 1)) =

(1 - h - L4Jli/(1 - ,8)) (Fzlilh)(P --y(h)) ) 0 if P )'y(h)
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Ii = - Hir..1-2(h(-I) -i(1-h)l- Ri -L (-I)h-2li .. . . - i 1/.T . .j.. 'i L"~, Q

i -2 hili -1 r ,. i I-h, i -2 . .., -1= Hie h + H:¡ ~ h = li:Üv(e --))e h + (l - i:¥)lùiL~/L2 .. 4 ..

lil -1( ~ 1..-1 ) -.1 -1 r- + (i - i:¥)(1 - h) lil -1 1 - ii + Cdi ...= L 1 (¥( 1 - i) + 1 - a = hii 1 _ h = L 1 1 _ 1 i ...' 0

To find the sign of hh we consider- h only in the neighbour-hood of t/J = o. Elimina.ting the

F2-term in h = 0 u6ing 1/; = 0 yieldr;

h = (p - (. - G:¡)n.J(I -h - ("¥Pli/(I - P)) - t/JChh(1 - h + i::h) = 0,

Deriva.tion with respect to h yields

12ii = (p - (. - Ch).Ø(-I - (4lJ/(1 - p)) - tliChh(-1 + 0:)

Using 12 = 0 .~ain to elimina.te the fin:t terrf! in braGkeh yields

IÏli = tlJ(hh(i - h + ~ ~.~1) _. (-1 - i:"¥P/(I -l:?)) - yKhh( -1 + i:l) =
( 1 - li - hl¥lf I (l - tf))

I '-1 .1-
ýlJi.J :iL

1 - h - li oiP/(1 /J)

Hi - h + Cdi)(-1 - If/J!(1 -- ,8)) + (1 - h - hirP/(I - P))(1 - i~:n

IvÍlùtiplying the denomIilft.or and the t:econd row of the pr-oduct by (1 - P), doing the

multiplication in the second line and. cancelling term¡¡ yiiÛdß
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L11 = (1

J r; 1
YJl_l 1 1

-f - (~.:i .( 0

(-rPP) ( 1 h)

From (13ll1) oiie can see tha.t the denominator if; pOf;itive for tl :: 0, Thif; WM used above to

derive the upper limit for h.

The fir-st m.j.trix of the f!fìtem then h.j.fì the determin05¡.nt

I D I. = I 11- - h, - I 2 1- I 11 (01 11 II 1+ + +

The elements of the second matrix are

htl = hb = 0

I. - H - 1/li f11. - - .. :. '-'_ 0U - 1/1
1-2 ! '2

htl = - Gih(l -h + 0i11) ( 0

The relation between h, h a.nd b, ~J c.9.n then be calciùa.ted .:t-t

äh/ at = - h1:'i!.l/ i D I :: 0

ah/i aii = - (-h J)li 1 J I D I ) 0
. 'p' l

- -- +

8h¡iâb = - h1.(-h1J/IDI ) 0
11 . ). .- + --
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;: l::.' TiT 'fiI"1
¡¡ii' 1/10 = 'j. '\_1; ')/' I .!- r - l' - . 11. -M tp. . .

+ --
(~ 0

The explicit form of the differentÜ,:i. equ.atiom then If;

h = th(h,YJ)Frh(h,tlJ), 1) - -fg¡h(b,ip)) + d-b (= 0 :: h)

'li = -(p - f, - (h(h(bi~J)nt/J - F2(h(b,?lJ))li(b,i/J) (= 0 :: .12)

The following information wil be colle.:.ed in Figme 6,

Ar, we know from. Ii that h a.pproacher, zero ar, b approa.che¡; zero we ca.n 6ee from Jï that a.ll

terrir, a.PPl'o.:ich zero a. b a.ppro,j,chefi zero, Therefore the b = 0 line must be in the

neighbourhood of the vertical a.xÏf; as b approa.che¡; zero. To determine the dope of the b =

o line we compute

abl òb = t-rFòll! òb + hF1Òh I r9h-i - (ß; + ê) - ß;lbòhl òb. - +" +"'- +. - +.

h Ii -h 12
- 1; h b 1; + ('t1. F _ .,ii..) b h _ (..($_, + t_:'.)- .. ~.1' _.J 1 1 § 1)./ -- h

I 1 _

= ~ itb. F + (thFi - ~~ib)(-h1 n - (g + c)
i L) I III -. -'. 1" - . - .

Imertill(S the results for hi. a.nd hi- and i.u;Ïllß; b= 0 one getsn .H 1 - -
, . Iibb

.~_!.: _(fi) ¡ lIt' - -T -
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j./ '-1 11 1 . .,.. Ip 1 '-1 1-1 '-1 " i., + - .. I" +
"1. y.1!..:it - 1 + ('Ll)t.. - - i-ii:H \-ll)t.g t.J. -1

+.1'-1
,11(.i 1 i.:i'

+ f (~ + t)FiÌilF - ~lh)( 1 P" 1 1 ì . III L - (~ + t-. . _. -" - - ) t. - 1, -a 1 - . , .

h b -' '.
,. b - (1 - r:)h b""'1"""" "'r- """ 1: """;011- ---"i--ro'- .."'_.. -1--1tb "n'
.r.r; -- = ~ ..t.¡J u"i; ",I; -¡J ~... J \.i',L 11 ctlJ.i !Jct';.l "'...lO ct lU -' ieie If; 0 r-e8£oli

for the term in bi'ackets to go to infinity .:.md g(O) = 0 we have

'1" u ;:bì;:l- .i lli '.' ì uo = - t
b-tO . ( a)

Moreover we ha.ve

Bb/an1 = t(Fah/at/J + hFiah/a'lll) - ~'bah/a~1. .. +'" +'

- I~.,. ~ - h.i
= tF -i + thFi ulI;1 ni - glbahf a'iJ = T (tF - tliFiIiii) - g'bahl aÝJ

- I r,
= -- tF (1 -hIiiliíF) - g'blJhf ENJ .( 0

+
(b)

if the term in braàett: is positive, Thii; will be shown next thr-ou¡;h infiertion of h, ,. .ii
. . . 1 - h + i.:ih
(.1 - hIiiiFi../F) = 1 - h i -1ï

Fl.. iF = i - p~ i - h + cdi" i -li
- 1 i r(1 - h)(1 - p) - (4'Pli1 = 1 - ë. ri -li - ("(Ph/(i - P)l :: 0

1- it. .. . - 1-lit ...,
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The l,~(:t renllt of appeiiclix B, 1 Wft that in the iieighbou.hood of .~ fJtea.dy fJtate with t/ ::::, 0,

h rmu;t be fJmfi.ll enough to make the lafJt terrri positive, Thifi can alr;o be r;een from (DIV).

From (,~) and (b) it followfJ that

. .
(ItlJdhl . = - (ab/h)/(&1)/~J) ,::: 0

b= b=O

Tlilu: the b = 0 curve ir; falling in the neighboiJlhood of the vertical axir;.

INSER.T FlOUR. 6 OVER. HER.E

The derivativer; of 12 are

.- 'i "-1 .-; ah J F' ah 1 F a Ii .' niJVJ/ d) = - \_1 ~ 1 OF 7tJ - 2 1 db 1 - 2 db (, t

-+ + -+ + -++

::.11' .1 (" . ("i"\ .-; a h.i F ah F ,9liU'll, 7¡. = ß - t. - -_12) - \_1:Z i &tjJ 'lJ - :z i dtlJ - 2 o;

+ + + - + +- + -
Thir term urifol'turiately haG axi unclear sign. Becaur;e ah/ at/! depends on F:z, htlJ and Iih,

'which all approach zei'o for h = 0 and. thir; if) the ca.t:e for b = 0, we have

lim a7/Jí 7/) = (p - e:) ) 0b,h~O" . .

Therefore in the neighbourhood of b = 0 we have



so

- -- -
i'lll 111. - - (- rl- ./1 i "1. 'ì/(- ;n i :i-ì '--- ii'- '/' t- ) I -,. '/' f U ).1_ _ ULl f UL'.I .. -.'

,b=O

Thus the Vi = 0 line haß a positive dope in the neighbourhood of b = 0, Mor-eover¡ for V) -i 0

we have

1 i 11 tl1 = - F Ji -: 0
'Ip-i 0

Thus in the neiê;hbourhood of the horizontal axis 11i is falling ft. indicated by filTOWS in

Figure 6 and the ý'i = 0 line can it converge to the horizontal a-xiii. Furthermore¡ for h-iO fi6

1nO

i im tli = (p - t)VI ) 0b-iO ' -

TImE; 111 is inGe.::sing in the neighbourhood of the vertical axis and the ~J = 0 line can't

converge to the vertical a~(is. As the t/J = 0 line can1t converge to the fixes for b-io or tl-iO

separately and has pOfJitive dope for b- it IfUfJt come from the origin.

:r : i:
Becal.u;e 8'N 8b ", 0 implies that to the right of '~I = 0 is 1/1 is fallng and to the left of 'i) = 0

it is iiicre.~.sing¡ the ~i = 0 line can't become falling for higher b because then 'IIi would ha.ve.

to increase to the left of the f.::llng p.5trt but awo would h.5ive to decre.j.se below tl) = u which

would imply opposite directioiis of the a.nows oll the r,ame side of the curve which is a,

contra.diction, Therefore the ~J = 0 curve rmu;t ha.ve .:i positive slope throughout. This is

indicated by the dashed line in Figure 6.
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A~ we know from the steady ßtate ft-nalysis in the h-h-plane sumiiui..rized in Figl1e 3 thf¡.t

there aTe either (at le.::st) ti'lO ste.::dy st.::tes or no cte.::dy st.::te, we can conclude th.::t the b

= 0 line must be u-sh.::ped as indic.::ted in F"igme 6, If there were three ste.::dy states v;ihich

we can't exclude in view of Figure :3; the n-curve would have to go down again, 1f there

were four it woi-ùcl go iJ.p ag.::in fi.nd ßO on.

In mri-, the analysis of the exir,tence of a. ste.::dy st.::te in the h-h-line together ..-rith son-ie

reHùtt for the convention.::l .::nalysis of the dyna.l-IlCf) .::llowed to find the dynalTiic propertiei;

(If the modeL.

Figl1e 7 contains the dynM-iics of the O.i;e where there is no ßtea.dy sta.te, These alTOWS can

he concluded from

i9t/Jí8h (0 and 8hi8yJ ( 0

IN8E:RT FIGURE: '7 OVE:R HERE

To the right of YJ = 0 the values for 1) inust decrease and to the left they must increa.se,

Above b = 0 the valuer, for b i-mt decre.::se a.nd below b = 0 it mU.ßt increase. The daÆhed

lines ii-dic.::te por,sible paths for 'ý~ .::nd b. On the pa.th where band 1j! al'e ii-cr-easin~~ we see

from 8h/ åt/ ) 0 .::i-d ah/ äb ) 0 th.::t h wil be increa.sing as long a.s we are in the

neii:'l-ibourhood of the V! = 0 line. beca.u.se the 5i~i- for hi could orùy be derived for thei: .. '- 11
ft-ssurÏlption of being in that neiê(hboul'Ìiood, If b is fallng and ~J is increa.sing this induces li

to f.::ll and if b is increa.sing .::nd if is fa.lling this inducer, li to increa.se, This lüovement of h



r: '1,~J.i

if. limited by itt upper bound derived in appendix B.l, The CMe f01' two r,teady r,tate6 is

mmmarized in Figure 4 in the text,

If ßiidi a case of no steady state exÏf:ts then between that one and the proven ca.f,e of

two steady states there must be a. case where the ClJ.lVes f¡.re tangential to ea.di other, ThÜ:

car,e would be r,table in the sadcUe point r,ense from the left and um:table from the right,

Here the ra.te of techni cal progTess would be higher than in a.ll other stable steady r,ta.tes. If

there are more than two f!teady f!ta.tes thost. with 05. fa.lling b=O line wil be stable in tht

sad.dle point r,eme and thoße with increa.ßing b=o line will be unßt.9..ble,
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